“Tell me, I’ll forget. Show me, I’ll remember. Involve me, I’ll understand.”
-Chinese Proverb

Career 411  Average Salary Comparison

Spring & Summer 2018 Graduates

Average Salary for Full Time?

Applied Engineering Sciences- $61,266
Biosystems Engineering- $62,677
Chemical Engineering- $66,163
Civil Engineering- $57,811
Computer Engineering- $66,982
Computer Science- $71,365
Electrical Engineering- $71,322
Environmental Engineering- $54,917
Material Science Engineering- $65,863
Mechanical Engineering- $64,650

All Majors Average: $65,556

Average Salary for a Co-op / Intern position?

Applied Engineering Sciences- $19.53/hr
Biosystems Engineering- $18.66/hr
Chemical Engineering- $20.93/hr
Civil Engineering- $17.15/hr
Computer Engineering- $19.90/hr
Computer Science- $20.83/hr
Electrical Engineering- $20.08/hr
Environmental Engineering- $17.12/hr
Material Science Engineering- $19.94/hr
Mechanical Engineering- $19.45/hr

All Majors Average: $19.36/hr